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Linear Regression by Least Squares, Y on X 

Single Linkage Cluster Analysis 

Preston Similarity Coefficient 

Diversity Indices 

Spectral Analysis 

Bartlett's method for fitting:-

a) a linear relationship 

b) ao exponontial funotiooal relationship 

Calculation of Simile,rity Matrices 

Finite GomplezFast Fourier Traaaformation 

LIBEG 

CLU8T 

BREST 

DIVER 

SPAN 

B6RI0 

QMAT 

FORA 

-30 

-38 

-40 

-59 

—60 

—66 

ARCSINE 

ARCC08INE 

TANGENT 

Hyperbolic Cosine 

Hyperbolic Sine 

Double Integer Add and Subtract 

Double Integer Multiply 

Reverse Binary 

AB&INCz) 

ARCOS(%) 

TAN(%) 

C08H(x) 

SINH(x) 

II&DD, IDSUB 

imuL 

INVT(IVAI,,Q) 



EERAIA. 

Under the paragraph entitled "Examples" insert the following:-

N.B. The word length of the input and output files must 
be defined in the *D1FIKE1 FILE statement, as 192 
(allowing 64 real numbers per record) 

SubproKTBrn -59 

Method 

After line 3 adds-

This adds (or subtracts) the double integer in J(l),J(2),by 
(from) the double integer in I(1),I(2), and places the results 
in E(1),K(2). 



Queries regarding the use or availability of any of the programs 

in this volume may be made to:-

The Program Librarian, 
Data Processing Group, 
National Institute of Oceanography, 

Wormley, G-odalming, Surrey. 

from whom a comprehensive list of all current N.I.O. Programs 

is availablea 



All the programs in this volume have been compiled and 

executed on an I.B.M,18Q0 Computer having the following 

configuration:-

1802 Processor-Controller with 16,384 words of core storage 

2 2310 Disk Drives Model A 

1 2401 Magnetic Tape Drive (30 ko^s)(7 Track) 

1442 Model 6 Card Read - Punch 

1443 Printer, 24O lines/minute 

1816 Keyboard-Printer 

Facit Paper Tape Reader, 1000 Characters/second 

Facit Paper Tape Punch, I50 Characters/second 

The operating system was TSX Version 3 



IXPG/p/16 

Finite Coonlex Fourier Transform - FORT 

This is a subroutine submitted, by J. Cooley ani to be found 
in the SHARE program library. We have acquired a copy of thin 
subroutine and it is now written on to disk and therefore available 
for use by anyone requiring it as it stands. 

FORT is essentially a fast fourier subroutine, computing the 
finite complex Fourier transform or its inverse, of a one-dizensional 
array of N complex numbers, where N must be a power of 2. 

The method is dealt with fully in the description supplied 
with the subroutine, which may be found with one of the programmers 
in the D.P.G. A brief outline, however, of its method and application 
will be attempted below. 

One must note that two storage oells*are required for each 
complex number, so ZN cells must be available in core storage 
space. On our computer there is, at present, the restriction 
that N, the number of complex terms must be a power of 2 less than 
or equal to 512 = 2^. However, mention must here be made of the 
FORA suite of linked programs (N.I.O. 198) which is nearing completion. 
The FOEA program will enable the user to Fourier analyse (or synthesise) 
a very much larger amount of data than FORT alone can handle, by the 
method of "Doubling the Capacity of FORT" described in its write-up. 

The subroutine FORT accepts as input a one-dimensional array of 
complex Fourier coefficients - A(k), ,yr of data X(i). ':ith the complex 
array A(k), k±0, 1.....N-1 where N=2^as input, FOET computes 

N̂ l 

X(j) = y A(k)w^^ for j=0; 1..;.yM-1 
where ̂  = exp (2n%/N) 

an& replaces the A's by the X's. 

The inversion formula for calculating the A's when given the 
X's is 

A(k) = 1 X(j) 

In the calling (main) program, A must be dimensioned 2H, and 8 
(the sine table), where used, is usually dimensioned and to 
compute a Fourier transform the statement 

CALL FORT (A,M,S,IFS,IFERR) 

must be included. A is the name of the array to be transformed with 
the real part of A(l), I=0,1 N-1 stored in the cells with index 
2*1+1 and its imaginary part in the cell immediately following. 
M determines the length of the array, N = 2^, 
8 is a vector containing Sin(J%/2*H) for J=1, 2,...M-1 

* N.B. A cell is defined (for a real number) as 3 - 1& bit words in 
extended precision. 



- 2 -

IPS is an integer telling POET to perform one of the following 
fuBotions -

IPS = 0 to set up SIN table only 

IPS = 1 to set up SIN table and calculate Fourier series 

IFS = -1 to set up SH'f table and calculate Fourier transfoim 

IF8 = 2 to calculate Fourier series only 

IPS = -2 to calculate Fourier transform only 

HEEk is an error flag set equal to zero if no error occurs. 

If an error does occur, lEBlcR is set to 

1 when IFS = 0,1-1 which means that M is leas than 1 or greater 
than 13 

1 when IPS = tg which means that the sine table is not large 
enough or has not been conputr"! 

After transformation, the A array will contain the 2M Fourier 
transfoims of the series (or vice versa) and may be printed out 
Ldlth the usual IJSIIS statement. 

Cathy Clayson 
4th November 1969 



K.I.O. PROGH :: 163 

Title 

Mame 

Machine 

Purpose 

Control Carda 

Input Data 

Output Data 

Method 

linear regraasion by least smnre: 

LIEEG 

IBM 1800 

I8CC Fortran IV 

on 

To fit points to a straight line by least squares. 

//bJOB 

//b*(Job No./Name/Title) 

//bP0Rb]',IR3& 

etc., followed, by the program, then 

//b][3qbI,IE2& 

aCCnC'ID 

followed by the input data carls* 

Card. I7o. 

Number (Ny of pairs of values to 
be fitted 

2 eti seo. wnere 1 i 9 
> ^ 9 • a • 

Format 

13 

2F10.4. 

Any number of groups of cards with the above sequence 
can follow. 

The input data MUST be terminated by a blank card. 

The slope, inverse slope intercept of the straight 
line are output as rell a: 
these values. 

:e standard errors ol 

These numbers are followed by the residuals of the 
points read in, in the order in nhich the points w( 
inr^t (all in format on the lineprinter). 

The standard statistical equations ore used.(org, see 
J. Topping, Errors of Observation and their Treatment, 
p.10$). The standard error of the inverse slope la 
estimated as (AaA where y = (a±Aa)x + (btAb). Note 

82 
that a Y on X fit is calculated, i.e. the values X,, 

are assumed to be without error. 

Programmer R. B. I'Tiitmarsh 

N.I7 



H.I.O. 166 

Title Single Linkage Cluster Analysis (Version two) 

Name CLU8T 

Machine 18C0 

Language Fortran 

Precision Standard 

Purpose 
irin. ji t-.jMLm 

To carry out a single linkage cluster analysis 
using data in the form of an upper triangular 
similarity matrix. 

//bJOB 

/̂ b̂*Job No ./Name/Title 

//bXEQbCLUST 

»FITS3(4.,FILE1,l) 

Data 

*CCEKD 

The *FILES card will refer to the upper 
triangular similarity matrix which will have 
been previously stored on disk by the user 

standard precision). 

Immediately follows *CCEND 

1) Alphanumeric information describing data 
(one card only) 

2) SI, 6S, S2, N 

formatted 

3(E10.3),I4 

where; 

S1 is the initial similarity value at which the 
clustering will begin, 

68 is the similarity increment which is added 
algebraically to the similarity level at the 
end of each clustering cycle. 

82 is the final similarity value. When the 
similarity level becomes equal to 82 the cluater 
analysis will cease. 

N is the number of entities to be clustered 
(i.e. the order of the similarity matrix). 

It is implied that the similarity level 81 is 
higher, in terms of similarity than 82. For most 
distance coefficients this meana that 81<82 aad so 
68 will be a positive quantity. However if the 
similarity coefficients used is, for example, the 
correlation coefficient then 81>82 and 68 would be 
a negative quantity. 

N.17 



3rô ,Tam 166 p.2, 

3I Entity name oard 

The entities in the upper triangular similarity 
matrix oan be assigned a four-character name which 
will then be used in the program output. The card 
is punched in four-column fields nith the order of 
names the same as the order of entities in the first 
row of the upper triangular similarity matrix. If 
there are more than 20 entities further cards can 
be ineluded. 

Output 1) Data description (input item I) 

2) 31, 68, 82, H (input item 2) 

At each clustering cycle the prog%#m will print 
the following: 

a) Similarity level of clustering cycle. 

b) A list of the linkages that occur at that 
similarity level. Each item of the list 
contains the names of the two entities that 
are being linked and the similarity between 
those two entities. 

c) At the end of the cycle the cluster numbers 
and a list of the entities making up each cluater 
(at that stage in the cluster analysis) is 
printed. 

d) At the end of the specified number of clustering 
cycles the program will print out the name of 
any entities that have not yet been included 
into any cluster. 

Method ^hen two entities first join to form a cluater 
the program assigns it a cluster number. This 
is done sequentially as clusters are formed and 
the cluster retains this nuuber as it grows 
larger. When two clusters join together to form 
a single cluster this new cluster will take on the 
lowest cluster number of its two constituent clusters, 

A more detailed description of the rationale 
behind the method is given in "The application 
of a computer to Taxonomy" by P. H. A. Sheath 
(journal of Gen. Microbiology Vol, 17, 201-226) 
and in "The construction of hierarchic and non-
hiorarchic classifications" by N. Jardine and 
E. Sibson (Computer Journal Vol. 11, I968 
p. 177-185). 

Similarity matrices can be calculated from raw 
data using N.I.O. PROGRAM 195. 

Restrictions 1) The number of entities must be less than or 

equal to 250. The program will print the message 

N GREATER THAN 290 

if this restriction is violated. 

H,17 



Program 166 p.3. 

Execution Time A matrix of order 60 took approximately "15 minutes 
to cluster. Honever execution tij^ vdll vary 
for different matrices of the saoe size. 

Programmer M. Faaham 

N.17 



N.I.O. PROGRAM 16? 

Title 

Name 

Machine 

Langm^ 

urpose 

Control Car&3 

Data 

Output 

Preston Similarity Coefficient 

PR2ST 

IBM 

Fortran 

Given a set of samples, the number of species 
in each, and an upper triangular matrix of 
species comraon to each pair of samples, to 
calculate the Preston similarity coefficient 
for each sample pair. 

//hJOB 

//'b*Job No ./Name/Title 

//bPORbPEEST 

etc., followed by program, then 

//bXEObPREST 

*CCEl'm 

Immediately follows *CC3IG and consists of the 
following cards:-

1) Integer representing number of samples considered 

pmrnT: i:) 

2) YYYY, 22, YYYY, 22, 

where YYYY is sample number 

22 is number of species in that sample 

POR},IA.T: 1̂ (l4-,I2) for each card. 

Subsequent cards same till all samples listed. 
Last card in this set blank after last sample 
entry. 

Then follows upper triangular matrix of number 
of species common to each pair of samples, 

PORH;\T: 4012 for each card. 

Check if N is number of samples, then number of 
elements in triangular matrix is N(N-l)/2. 

Listing of values under following headings 

Sejnple 1 Species 1 Sample 2 Species 2 ,Species Preston 
in Coefficient 

Common 

Restrictions 

XIOCX XX XXZC 

llaximum number of samples 

XX O'XXX 

100. 

N.17 



Method 

Modification 

Rrognam I67 p.2. 

The following equation is solved to find the 
Preston coefficient, Z, for a sample pair:-

1 / 2 1/Z 
X = 1 

where z is ths proportion of the joint fauna in 
one sample, 

y is the proportion of the joint fauna in 
the other sample. 

For more detailed discussion, see "The Canonical 
Distribution of Commonness and]&&rlt% II. 
p.418, by F. Preston, (Ecology 43 (3) 1962 
pp.410-432). 

If it is required to store the Preston 
coefficients on disk, the following modifications 
to the program are necessary:-

1) Bemove card 'NC = EC + 1 P%23C4aO' 

2) Replace by instruction to write Pt^sbn 
coefficient to disk: 

'^RITE (5'NC) Z ?E28?4CO' 

using 'KC' as record index which is automatically 
updated. 

3) Add file definition cards:-

a) 'DEFINE FILE 5 (U,3,U,NC) PRESOCgO' 

where K is number of sample pairs (M=N(N-l)/2 
where N ia number of samples). 

and other three parameters fixed as above, 

b) '*FII3S(5,file name,drive no.)' just 

i:-) 

5) 

before *CGEHD card. 

Amend job card, to give disk number in col 
15-19, format 15. 

Add '»IOCS (DISK)*card. 

The upper triangular Preston similarity matrix 
ia then stored on disk ready for use (e.g. Cluster 
Analysis, Multidimensional Scaling). 

Programmer Inne 'Jillcinson. 

N.I7 



N.i.o. HMxauuiiir 

Title 

Name 

Maohine 

Language 
o w t g — e — # # • '• » 

Purpose 
niiariTi •» &ar_.ii—iiij« 

Control Cards 

Data 

Diversity Indices 

DIVER 

IBM 1871 

Fortran 

To compute diversiiy indices from distribution of 
individuals among species within a sample. 

//bJOB 

//b*Job No ./Name/Title 

Z/bFORbDIVER 

etc., followed by program, then 

//bXEQbDIVER 

*CCEND 

Immediately follows *CCE1>0 and oonslsts of: 

Card 1: AAA, BBBB, CCC Format: I3,l4,I3 

where AAA is number of sets of data given, 

BBBB is total number of samples, 

and CCC is total number of species in each set. 

Then follow AAA sets of data on cards in the form 
of a species - individuals rmtrix, the elements of 
which are the numbers of individuals in each species 
within each sample:-

sample numbers 

species 
numbers. 

1 2 5 4 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Card 1 

Card 2 

Card 3 

Card 4-

1st card: cols. 1 - 5 O 
cols. 6 - 7 5 14 sample numbers in 14I5 format 

2nd card: cols. 1 - 5 species number 
etc. cols. 6 - 7 5 number of individueils in that 

species in each sample. 
In each set there is one card with sample numbers on, 
followed by one card for each species present in the 
whole data. 

N.18 



Output 

Program 173 p.2, 

Cols. 76-80 are uaed for card, sequencing, and. 
not used, by this program. 

Subsequent sets of data are similar. Each set of 
data must contain the same number of cards -
i.e. each species in the analysis must have a 
corresponding card in each set, even if the species 
does not appear in that particular set of samples. 

Format: I615 for each card.. 

Listing of values under the following headings 

Sample No. Ho. Species No, Individuals Div.(Simp8on'49) 

XXXXX XXX XXXjOC O'XXX 

Div. (liloyd '64) 

XX.XXX 

Restrictions 

Method 

Maximuia number of species 250. 

For each sample, two diversity indices are calculated, 
which depend on the distribution of individuals apong 
species. 

a) Simpson (1949) 

T̂e subtract the Simpson index from unity so that the 
value of the index increases with increasing diversity 

s 
Diversity 1 - ill "i ( 

N(N -

1) 

where S = total no. of species 
N = total no. of individuals 

= no. of individuals in i'̂ h species 

(Ref. Simpson, E.H, "Measurement of Diversity" 
Nature (London), 163, 1949, p.688). 

b) Shannon-Weaver (196]$) 

We use the Shannon-Weaver information function as 
described in 

Lloyd and G-helardi "A table for calculating the 
equitability component of species diversity", 
J.Anim.Ecol., 1964, 3^ pp.217-225. 

Diversity -i#i Pi Pi Pi n. a 
N 

(For further discussion, see Pielou, E.G., "The 
Measurement of diversity in different types of 
biological collections", J.Theor.Biol., 1^, 1966, 
PP,131-144). 

Programmer Anne Wilkinson. 

N.18 



M.I.O. PROGRAM I7I 

Title 

Machine 

anguafce 

Job Ca]rd.E 

Spectral Analysis 

8Pm 

IBM 1800 

1@]0 Fortran IV 

To compute the lagged, normalised auto-covariancea 
and auto-spectra of a aingle time series. 

//bJOB 

//b*Job No./Name/Title 

//bXEQbSPM 

*CCEND 

Data 

Output 
m l#l I Ww. irir 

Method 

This follows the *CCEND card and consists of cards 
as shown:-

One parameter card containing the required number 
of covariance lags (LAGS), the required number of 
frequencies (PREQ), the sampling interval between 
successive terms of the series (z), and finally 
the conversion factor from digital to physical 
units (CONVF), 

Format: 316, F8'5 

Then the series itself is punched into subsequent 
cards, 5 values per card, , -

Format: A1, 5F10'4 

but with a in column 1 of the last card. 

The first and last terms of the series are 
output, together with the total number of terms. 
Then follows the mean and variance of the series. 
Next, the lagged normalised auto-covariances and 
auto-spectra are output for the specified number 
of lags. 

Let the series of data be where i = l(l)N 

Let the ocnversion factor from digital to physical 
units be Gj,. (= CONVF) , 

Let the mean of the series be represented by X. 

Then the variance of the series is given by -

= fAr ^ where 

i=1 

N 

1 
N ^i 

and in physical units V = 

N.-lS 



Program I7I p.2, 

The program uses the IBM supplied subroutine 
AUTO to compute the lagged nonmilised auto-
covarianoes and this is given by -

N-r+1 
1 i 

(x. - X) (x. V_ ' N-r+1 

i=1 

(r = 0(1)IAG8) 

The auto spectra is calculated from t±a following 
equations -

y (r) oos(i|2) 

where 

(s = 0(1 

meana the sum with th^ first and last 

terms halved and 

&(r) = 
2 /TTT̂  

COS ^2^^ 

Restrictions 

Execution Time 

Programmer 

N.B. This program does not produce exactly the 
same results as with M.I.O. 92, particularly 
w. hen N is small, since the equation uaed by 
AUTO uses N + 1 whereas H.I.O. 92 uses N, 

Provided 1QxLAG8 $ H, then N < 1450 (otherwise 
see programmer in order to modify progp^a) 

IAG3 2 FREQ 

N > LAGS 

Approximately (LAGS/6) minutes. 

Catherine Clayson 

H.B. In order to read data from other input 
sources the 'DUN' number on card 1? has to be 
altered. 

B.18 



N.I.O. FROGRAl̂  174 

?itle Bartlett's method for fitting:-

a) a linear relationship 

Rame 

Machine 

or b) an exponential functional relationship. 

E/JLTD 

IBM 1800 

Fortran 

Given a set of points (x, y) to compute the 
best values of a and b̂  by using Bartlett's 
method, to fit a straight line of the form:-

a) y = a + bx (linear relationship) 

or b) logy = lor̂ a + blogpc (the exponential 
relationship being 
2̂" = ax^) 

The and 95̂ ' confidence limits for the slope 
b are also found. 

Control Cards ,//bJOB 

/yb*Job No ./Name/Title 

//bFQRbBL,lR{BO 

etc. folloT/ed by program, then 

//bXEQbBARKi 

*CCEMII 

The data immediately follows the *CCENII card 
and consists of:-

Card 1: One line of title 

Card 2: The number of sets of data (k) (I2 
format - xx) 

For each set of data: 

1st cai^: Either N for linear option 
or L for exponential option. 

2nd card: Number of points (n) in this set of 
data in 13 format (XXX) 

Successive cards: The M points in format 
\Tith 8 numbers to each card. Both 
co-ordinates must be positive when the 
exponential relationship is specified, 

^ \ \ 

^^-7 ̂ M-7 ̂ -6 ^M-6 ^ 

N.18 



Output 
i.1 m IIP inii w I '••ra 

Restrictions 

Failures 

Method 

Program 174 p*2. 

Tlio data title 

For each net nf data: 

"1 ) TliB data set niimber 

2) The number of points in, the set of data (M) 

3) The equation of the lijris in the form 

a) y = a 4 - bx 

or b) logy = loga + blogx 

Two points at the extremes of the line to 
aid. plotting 

5) The confidence limits on the slope 

6) The 95̂ ^ confidence limits on the slope 

(3[:,y) > O for exponential option 

4 < N < 500 

(M/̂  - 1) < IDIV < + 1) and IDIV must be 
integer. 

The program tests to see that if it is 
$ 3 then a message is printed and the program 
skips to the next set of data. 

If a negative number is encountered of which 
the logarithm is required then a message is 
printed and the next set of date, is dealt 
with. 

A test is made on the number under the square 
root. If this is negative then a message is 
printed saying 

CONFIDENCE LIMITS ARE DI/lGmiEY 

The M data points are divided into 3 groups, the 
two end groups having the same number, IDIV, of 
points chosen to be as near [.̂ 3 as possible. The 
three groups must be non-overlapping in the 
x-direction and if two or more different values 
of y occur for the same value of x either side 
of a division, suitable adjustment must be made 
to the y values, 

e.g. (386 ,10) I (386 ,12) (386 ,14) 

should be altered to 

(386,12) I (386,12) (386,12) 
If the exponential function is specified loggX 
and logey are then calculated and heireafter 
referred to as x and y, otherwise the data 
remains unchanged and represented by x and y. 

N.18 



174- p.3. 

"The meana of the two er^ gproî ps (x , y ) and 

(x , y ) are first evaluated. l:u# 
3 3 

joining these points gives the slope 

b = (y - y ) / ( x - x ) 
3 1 3 1 

The functional relation is then a line with this 
slope passing through the grand (x, y) 

a) a = y - bx 

and y = a + bx 

or b) a = 

and logy = loga + blogx 

The confidence limits of the slope are provided 
by the solu ions ̂  ^ of the quadratic equation 

ilDIV - x^) = (b - f)= = tZfCyy - + P=C%x)/(N-3) 

using values t and t of t for the 73% and 95% 
1 2 

confidence intervals for the M-3 degrees of 
freedom available within the groups, where 

Cyy = M r IDIV M-IDIV 
2 (y^): - (( 2 y.): / IDIV = ( 2 yi)*/(M-2IDIV) 
1 : 1 IDIV+1 

M ^ 
+ ( 2 yi)* / IDIV 

M-IDIV+1 J 

Gxx is similarly defined 

M IDIV IDIV 
Cxy = 2 (xi yi) - ( 2 x^ 2 yi)/lDIV 

1 1 1 

M-IDIV M-IDIV M 
- ( 2 Xi 2 yi)/(M-2IDIV)-( 2 yi 

IDIV+1 IDIV+1 K-IDIV+1 
M 
z Xi) / iDiy 

M-IDIV+1 

The confidence limits are then expressed as 

+ (P, - t) 

- Cb -

where 8 > 8 
1 2 

Finally two points on the line are evaluated, 

a) (x , a + bx ) and (x^, a + bx^J 

" (e%,. aa^*,) and (e%. 

N,18 



Program 174 p.4-. 

Notes The method is described fully in 

"Statistical Methods in Research and Production", 
edited by 0. L. Daviea, pub, by Oliver and Boyd 
(1958) p.175. 

ind 

Bartlett, M. S. "Fitting a straight line 
when both variables are subject to error. 
Biometrics, Vol, 5, No. p.237. 

Programmer Maureen Tyler, 

N.18 



N.I.O. PROGRAM.! 195 

Title 

Name 

lacnine 

Calculation of similarity matrices 

qiiAT 

1930 

Precision 

Fortran IV 

Standard. 

Job Description /ybJOB 

//bZEQbgmT 

Data 

16 

FX 

If a set of attributes have been measured for 
a given number of entities QMT can be used to 
calculate a matrix of similarities between 
entities (called a Q type similarity matrix). 
QMAT also allows the user to output the 
calculated matrix in two distinct ways; 

1) The matrix is calculated, in upper triangular 
form and written onto disk (data file CDUSF). 
F.I.O. Program can then be used to carry 
out a cluster analysis of the matrix, 

2) The whole similarity matrix is calculated 
(Square form) and then punched on to cards. 
These cards can then bo used as input to the 
factor analysis program that is part of the 
IBM '11̂ 3 statistical package (l130-CA-06x). 

The program also possesses the following features^ 

b) 

c) 

dj 

The raw data oan be read from disk or cards. 
If the data is on cards the format can be 
specified at run time. 

The attributes oan be scaled using two 
different methods. 

Three different types of similarity coefficient 
can be calculated. 

The similarity matrix can be calculated using a 
sub set of the total attribute set. 

rhe following cards are required as data 

1) Job-Title card 
Option card 
Attribute card 
Entity naiae cards 
Variable format cards 
Data cards 

4) 

l) Job-Title card 

The job-title card allows the user to assign a job 
number and title information for the job to be 
processed. This will be printed out by the program 

N,19 



]Program 195 p.2. 

Format: Column Keaning 

1 - 4 Job number 

5 - 8 Not used 

9 - 80 Title 

2) Option cari 

Number of entities (cc 1 - 3^ 

The number of entities must be less than or equal 
to 30 for square similarity matrices or less than 
or equal 250 for upper triangular similarity 
matrices. 

Total number of attributes (cc. 4 - 6) 

The total number of attributes must be less 
than, or equal to 100. 

Number of attributes to be used in calculation (cc, 7 - 8) 

This field specifies the number of attributes that are 
to be used to calculate the similarity coefficients. 
This number must be less than or equal to 30, 

Data matrix input type (cc, 9 - 10^ 

This field allows the user to specify the input 
device (card or disk). The values that caabe 
punched are described below 

Value Meaning 

1 Raw data will be read from cards i&slng 
the format speclTied by the variable 
format carAs. 

2 Raw data will be read from disk 

Number of variables on card 1 (cc. 11 - 12) 

When a data vector contains more attributes than 
will fit on one card the user muat indicate to 
the program how many variables are on each card. 
If there are no variables on a particular card 
this field must be left blank. 

Number of variables on card 2 (cc. 13 - 14) 

Same as for cc, 11 - 12, 

Number of variables on card 3 (co, 15 - I6) 

Same as for cc. 11 - 12. 

Number of variables on card 4 (cc, 1? - 18) 

Same as for 11 - 12. 

Number of variables on card 5 (cc, 19 - 20) 

Same as for cc, 11 - 12, 

Number of variables on card 6 (cc. 21 - 22) 

Same as for cc. 11 - 12, 

N.19 



Program 195 p.3. 

Type of g similaril^ matrix: (co, 2]$ - 24) 

This field specifies the type of similarity matrix 
ronuired and. also it's mocLe of output. If "none" 
is specified the attribute vectors (after transformation 
if this is specified) are read back to the temporary 
area on disk and the programs exits. They csJi then 
be used as input to the factor pzialysis program if 
it is required to carry out an R type factor analysis 
(i.e. using the similarities between attributes). 

The definitions of correlation coefficient, coeffioient 
of proportional similarity and taxonomic distance are 
given in the formulEus section. 

Value Meanin;?; 

1 None 

2 Square proportional similarity 
coefficient matrix 

^ Square correlation, coefficient matrix 

4 Upper triangular proportional similarity 
coeffioient matrix 

5 Upper triangular correlation coefficient 
matrix 

6 Upper triangular taxonomic distance matrix 

Transformation type (cc. 2$ - 26) 
The attributes can be transfonaed before calculating 
the similarity matrices. The definitions of the two 
transformations are given in the formulae section. 

Value Meaning 

1 No Transformation 

2 Standardisation 

3 Normalisation 

Data matrix prinbout(oo. 27 - 28) 

This field allows the user to specify vfhether the 
data matrix, the derived data matrijx (i.e. the data 
matrix containing only those attributes speciTied 
by the attribute card) ai:d the transformed data 
matrix are to be printed on the line printer. 

Value Meaning 

1 No Print-out 

2 Print-out 

N.19 



Program 195 P.4, 

This field specifies whether the matrix is to be 
printed on the lineprinter or ]̂ unched on to 
cards 

Value Morning 

0 No output 

1 Print matrix on llneprinter 

2 Print and punch 

3 Punch only 

3) Attribute card 

This card allows the user to specify what attributes 
(out of the total setl are going to be used to 
calculate the similarity coefficients. The attributes 
are numbered in the order that they appear on the 
data card and the numbers of those attributes that 
are required are typed on to the card using two-
column fields starting in column for example 
if the data card contained ten attributes and 
attributes two and throe were requared for the 
calculation then the attribute card would be 

1 

j 0233 

4) Entity name card 

The user can name the entities to aid in the 
interpretation of the matrix print-outs. Four 
character names are assigned to the entitles in 
the same order that they are read in by the 
program. The entity name card is then punched 
with these names using 4 coluon fields. If 
there are more than 20 entities, furth^^ 
may be used. 

5) V ariable format cards 

Up to six variable format cards can be used to 
specify the format of the data cards. The method 
of doing this and the formats that can be used are 
described in the progf^ns descriptions of N.I.O, 
Subprograms -43 -45. 

6̂  Data cards 

If the data is to be read in from carda up to six 
cards can be used to specify the attributes for on 
entity. Obviously the data layout muat conform 
to the format specified by the variable format 
cards. 



Program 195 p.5. 

Output The following data oan he printed out 

1) Raw data matrix 

2) Derived data matrix 

3) Hi^ and low values of the attributes (if 
normalisation is specified) 

4) Moan and standard deviation of the attributes 
(if standardisation is speoified) 

5) Transformed data matrix 

6) Similarity matrix 

Formula If the input data consists of n entities eaoh of 
whioh has m attributes then the data matrix will 
have n rows and m columns. Thus the element 
Xij of the mp.trix will be the jth attribute of 
the ith entity. 

Before calculating Q matrices it is usual to 
transform the attributes to allow for the fact 
that they may be all measured in different 
units (see 30KAI' and 1963). The program 
offers two alternative methods^ standardisation 
and normalisation, I<et the mean and standard 
deviation of attribute j bo ̂ j and cj then 
standardisation is defined by 

1— i y C, ^ c- • o » ^ 

let the highest and loi/est value of attribute j 
be defined by XHj and XLj then normalisation is 
defined by 

Xij - Xl-j i - 1 2 n 
XHj - XLj 1 - I, n 

The element Cjk of the correlation coefficient 
matrix is given by 

m 
2̂  (Zji - Zj.) (Zki - Zk.) 

ĵĵ 2̂ (Zji - (Zki - ac)' 

where Zji is the (j,i)th element of the transformed 
data matrix Zj. is the mean of the m attributes for 
the jth entity. Zki and Zl:. are analogously defined. 

The element Cjk of the proportional similarity matrix 
is given by 

m 
Cjlc = 2 Zji Zki 

m 
(Zki) = 

Finally the element Cjk of the Taxonomic distance 
matrix is defined by 

N.19 



Program 195 p,6. 

Cjk 
(Zji - Zki): 

n 

References 1) SOKAL, R. R. and SBEATH, P.H.A., I963. 
Prinoiples of Hunerical Taxonomy. 
W.H. Freeman and Co. 

2) HORST, P. 1965. Factor Analyaia of Data 
liatrioes. Holt Rinehart and Winston. 

3) BGRIE, J. andVAIJ AIiDEL, T.H. 1964. Vector 
Analysis of Heavy-Mineral Data. Geol. 800. 
Amer. Bull. Volume 75. - USS. 

Links Used gmi 

Subrouting Us^ D/ZTRD, PRIiTB, PMTRD, 8BUF, PRTxIT, FklAT, G-MPYX, 

Programmer 

kDIVX. 

M. J. Fasham. 

M.I9 



N.I,0. PfmKram 198 

Title Finite Complex Fast Fourier Transforma^dxm 

Name FOEA (consisting of F0EA1, FORAZ and FOIMj) 

Machine I.B.M. 1800 

Language Fortran IV under TSX 
n j j j la-r -.iV'Jas.cr 

Purpose To a) fourier analyse a real or oomDlex set ef data 
cCTar.uj»-».«fa»„-, I •, ••-J* / */ 

or b) synthesise the coefficients into a #r oomplex 

series 

so long as the total number of terms, NTOT, is a power of 2, 

(*8ynthe8is into a real series will ifollow at a later date) 

Job Description and Data 
00 19 

// JOB X 

// *(Projeot Nq/Name/^itle) 

// FOE DATE User written if required - see Netes. 

followed by program cards for DATE 

// FOE DATR' User written - see Notes. 

followed by program cards for DAT# 

/ / 00 „ 00 

*STOEEDATAD - 1 EESLT :EX% Essults file 

*STOEBDATAD 1 FILEN XXX Input file ts be 

set up if data is not already in a file, 

i.e. to be read in by DATE 

XXX is a number I3ECT (= no. of sectors #f data) 

*8T0EECI 0 DATE DATE 

*FILES (I,EE&LT,1), (J,FIL3N,1) 

*CCEND 

*STOEECI 0 DATM DATM Core load builds DATW and 

stores on drive 1. 

*FILES (I,BE8LT,1), (J,FILEN,l) 

where I and J are logical file nos. in 

DATE and DAT?. 



// ZEQ DATE 

or 

// XEQ FOEA-I PZr if DATR. la required 

Insert the data cards here if they are to be read in DAIE, followed 

by one card with the title of the set of data punohed anywhere except 

in col.1. 

Then insert one card containing the following inforamtion;-

0 

•b) 

Pi 

IF8: 

IFDAG-; 

detennines the total number of numbers on the 

following data carda ao that there are 2^ 
numbers in the whole series* 

set to 2 if fourier synthesis is required* 

set to -2 if fourier analysis is required. 

set to 0 for transform of complez. data, 

set to 1 for transform of real data. 

d) FOEAD; the name of the input data file (pIIiEN in 

(Job Descr. and Data') ŵ liere data must be stored 
for use with FOBA. 

e) 

f) IDKTV; 

the name of the output or results file, 

(EESLl' in 'Job Descr. and Data'), 

logical drive number of the disk on whioh fixed 

file is situated, (i.e. 1 for the preseAt), 

Format: 333)-, 2%, 6A2, l6 

If IFMG- = 1 then these are 2^ real numbers. If IFLAG- = 0 then these 

are 2^ ̂  complex parts with real and imaginary parts stored in adjacent 

fields as follows:-

B.g. 0,5 + 0.4.i will be stored with 0.$ followed by 

0,4 in the input data file. 

After this data card the following * DELETE cards should be included 

( to avoid confusion when FOEA is used again):-



Summary 

Method. 

// DUP 

* DELETE 

* DELETE 

$ DELETE 
CO 41 

OC 2 1 

' DATE 

DATW 

E38LT if no longer required, 

i.e. if DATW has written results 

elsevAiere or done all work required. 

In order that PORA programs may be executed, the 

following files and programs must be made available:-

1) A named input file te be set up on disk drive 1 

(if one does not already exist). 

2) A named results file to be set up on disk drive 1. 

3) A program (DATE) - user supplied - to read the 

data and write it to the input file (see d) under 

Job Desor. and Data) only if data is to be read 

from cards. 

4) A program (DATW) - user supplied - to read data from 

the results file (see e) under Job Desor. and Data) 

and manipulate it according to the user's requirements. 

The algorithm used for dealing with a large amount of data 

is that the data is divided into M blocks, each block 

containing the amount that FORT can handle at one time. 

Then each block is written te the results file (temporarily) 

in a position governed by the reverse binary of I, where 

I = jZf, 1 M - 1. This is called a Binary Sort. 

In F0EA2, each bleck of 512 real data (or less) is 

transformed using the FORT subroutine and returned to its 

original position in the file. 

FORA]) then combines these separate coefficients produced 

by FORT, to form the fourier transform for the whole set 

of data. 

The basis for this algorithm is an iterative application 

of the method 'D'»ubling the capacity of FORT', described 

in the write-up of the FORT subroutine. 

F0RA3 also vfrites the combined coefficients back to disk 

(into the results file) ready for manipulation in DATW. 



Restriotiona Sinoe there ia a restriotion on the amount of data a disk 

may hold and also the results file has to be the same size 

aa the input data f ilê  the maximum amount of data whioh 

can be handled a'J present (until a 3rd, disk drive is 

acquired) is 36768 = 2^^ real numbers, This is inoluded in 

575 records of 64 real numbers. The original data file and 

the results file liave to be situated on disk drive 1, 

Notes and 

Examples It T/aa intended tliat tliis suite of programs be made as 

general as possible, i,e, to read and print out data from 

and to an;)'' device and print out any extra results such as 

phase and the square root, of the power spectrum, but such 

generalisations arc impossible since every user v/ould have 

different requirements. 

Therefore it is suggested that, to read and print data, the 

user write his own programs to input and output data using 

a particular devioe. These programa would in fact have to be 

linlzed 'core-load' programs; the input program to be attached 

to the beginning of P0RA1 and the output program to be 

attached to the end of If however, the user's data 

is already stored on diak, it is unneccesaary to have an 

input program aince the fixed data file aet up in FOEA"! 

may be modified. 

Below are exanpl ea of the input and output prograzia to be 

supplied. Information on how to store the programs in core-

ioage form and also how to set up a 'results' file is given 

in the paragraph 'Job Description and Data'. 

After fourier tranafoniation of a complex aet of data the 

roaults file will contain the real and imaginary parts 

(in adjacent positions) of the N complex coefficients 

1 

A(k) 1 
Z(j) T/T" -jk where N ? r]T0%/2 

j=0 

in the case of fourier analysis, or 

N - i 

X(j) = A(k) W where BTOT 

k = O 

in the case of fourier synthesis. 



For the analysis of a real set of data the r^ults file will 

contain the ooeffioients of the trigonometric series 

N-l 
1 \ ' 

" 2 ̂  * y , (a, cos 2^^ + b sin 2^k + 
% ^ ^ 2ir 
lfc=1 

with and. first, in adjacent positions followed by 

Thus one is free to manipulate in DATff, any of this data to 

produce the required results. 

Examples a) // FOE DAHH'l This imme must be used. 

* (Fortran control cards) 

mrEG-m* p,Q -

DDIEIfSIOn z(64.) 

COmiOIf!' P,g,M,N,KT0T,IFS,n;̂ L'.G,Kr\iIEF(6),I8ECT,IDaiT 

DEFDIE FIIiB 15 ( 62̂ , 1 92,n, lEEG ) 

Tills means that on file 15, there 
^ 64 z 192 

IS room I or a maximum of — — 

a 4096 real terms or 2C48 complex 

terms, 
lEEC = 1 

DG 10 I = I, 64 

E&'JD (2,200) Z 

200 FOEIIAT (8I5) Reads 64 records of 64 real numbers or 

32 complex pairs from cards. 
10 WRITE(l5'lEEG) Z 

Writes total array to the input file 15 

CAi.r, Lnnc (FOE/j) 

Eim Attaches DATE to FOEzll 

b) // FOE D/iTW This name must be used, 

* (Fortran Control Cards) 

lETEGEE* P,q -

DIIiEITSION ][(64) 

COmON* P,Q,M,N,iqTGT,IFS,IFLAG.,NMIEF(6^SECT,IDEDT 

DEFniE FILE 15(64,192,n,IEEG),20(64,192,U,rmc) 

File 15 must be defined even thou^ 

not uaed here, 

mEC = 1 

DO 10 J = 1 , 64 

EEAD (20'liEEC) Z Reads results from results file 20, 

WRITE(3,100) Z .. and prints them.out. 



100 FOmAI (1][,4(F10.6,2%,P10.6,2{̂ )) 

10 coifm-m 

vmiTZE (3,200) 

200 FOmiAT (lX/Em OP DATA') 

G/JEJL EXIT 

END 

(* these statements must exist as sho-vvn, to matoh up with those 

in PGRA) 

Execution Time This is approximately 2,5 x 10 ^̂ )T0n5cL0G-2(MT0T) 

minutes, exoludin/̂  input and output times. 

Programmers J,Crease and C« Clayson* 



N.I.O.SUjBPROGlAM -30 Classification M 

Title 

Name 

Machine 

A&C8INE 

Function A&SIN(z) 

1800 Fortran IV 

IBM 1800 

Inputs 

To calculate the angle whose sine is x 

The argument % 

The function returns a real result accurate to 9 

decimal digits, 
- 1 

e.g. To compute sin A and put result in 

% = A58IN(A) 

Programmer William Strudwick 



N.I.O.SUEPROCBAM -^8 Classification 

Title 

Name 

ARCCosnm 

Junction ARCOS(x) 

1800 Fortran IV 

Machine IBM 1800 

To calculate the angle whose cosine is x 

The argument x 

The function returns a real result accurate to 9 

decimal digits. 

- 1 
e.g. To compute cos A and put result in x 

X = A&C08(A) 

William Strudwick 



M.1.0.SUBPROGRAM -39 CIA8SlFIGA]?im M 

Title TMGEMT 

Name Function TAN(x) 

lanKuaRe 1800 Fortran IV 

Machine i m 1800 

To calculate the tangent of an angle 

The argument x in radians 

The function returns a real result accurate to 9 

deoimal digits. 

e.g. To compute TAW A and put result in Y:-

Y = TAN(A) 

Restrictions No test for A = | TT /^ j radians is made 

Results will be unpredictable. 

Programmer William Strudwick 



N,1,0.Program -40 Classification M 

Title 

Name 

Hyperbolic Cosine 

Function COSH(x) 

1800 Fortran IV" 

Machine IBM 1800 

To calculate the hyperbolic cosine value of x 

Inputs The argument x in radians 

Output 
cCTT- » w r I •»—» 

The function returns a real result accurate to 9 

decimal digits. 

e.g. To compute COSH x and put result in y:-

y = COSH(x) 

Programmer William Struiwlok 



N.I.O.SUBPROGRAM 

Title Hyperbolic sine 

Name Function SINH(x) 

1800 Fortran IV 

Machine IBM 1800 

To calculate the hyperbolic sine value of x 

The argument x in radians 

The function returns a real result accurate to 9 

decimal digits. 

e.g. To compute SIM x and put result in y:-

y 8INH(x) 

Programmer William Strudwick, 



N.I.O. SUBPROGRAM -59 

Title 

Name 

Hachine 

Language 

Purpose 

Execution Time 

Progrraoor 

Double Integer Add and Subtract 

IDADD, IDSIB 

IBM 1»]0 

l&DD Assembler 

To add or subtract two double length integers 
and place the result in a double length 
integer. 

The subroutines are called by a fortran 

C:tLL IDADD (I(1),J(1),K(1)) or 

CALL IDSUB (I(1),J(1),K(1)) 

The arguments are the locations of the most 
significant part of the double length integers 

e.g. A HEX number 75PFFA86 v/ould appear as hex 
75FP in l(l) end hex FA86 in l(2). 

The overflow indicator is turned on if the 
answer lies outside the range -2,147,48]̂ , 648 
to 2,14-7,̂ 483,64-7. Itie carry indicator is 
turned on if a carry condition has occured. 

Approx. 0*8 milliseconds. 

R, Bromley. 

N.19 



N.I.O. SUBPROGIL'IM -60 

Title 

Name 

Machine 

Language 

Purpose 

Method. 

ExGcution Time 

Programmer 

Double Integer Multiply 

IDMIL 

IBM -l&OO 

1800 Assembler 

To multiply together two double length integers 
to produce a quadruple length product. 

The subroutine is called by a f ortran call 
statement. 

CAjJ, IDMUL (I(1),J(1),K('1)) 

This multiplies the double integer in 1(1), 
1(2) by the double integer in j(l),j(2) and 
places the product inK(l),%(2),I[(3j,E(4), 

I[(l) contains the most significant bits of the 
product and I{(4) the least significant bits. 

IDDIV enters the routine by the entry point 
called IDMIjtX. This entry point does not call 
02SAV on entry on QZE][T on exciting and references 
work level area constants only. 

The overflow and carry indicators are not changed. 

Approx. 1'8 nilliseconds 

E. Bromley 

N,19 



N.I.0.8UBPR0G&AM-66 

Title 

Name 

Machine 

Reverse binary 

Function mVT(l\rAL,Q) 

I,B.M.1800 

Langi^ 

Purpose 

1&CO Assembler 

To reverse the Q lew-or&er binary di^ts 

of a 16-bit word 

Parameters T\70 parameters are required by the sub-

routine namely:-

IVAL the word containing the integer. 

Q the number of bits to be reversed 

starting from the right hand end 

of the word. 

Output lilVT returns the answer to the accumulator 

and therefore may be used as a function sub-

routine in a Fortran program 

e.g. J=I]WT(4-,5) will give J the value 1 

but j3j;iwr(4,6) will give J the value 8 

Restrictions 

Cathy Clayson 
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